503rd MSG Marine Rules of Engagement rev1104
First and foremost, the 503rd MSG will conduct itself according to the information given in the latest
edition of the SFMC Marine Forces Manual (MFM) and other official SFMC and SFI documents. This
document is intended to cover ONLY subjects not covered by the MFM et al, or left as options for local
commanders in official SFMC documents.
This document will be reviewed at least annually by the command staff of the 503rd MSG to ensure that
it reflects current practices within the unit. The document will be made freely available to members of
the 503rd MSG, and the members of the USS Thermopylae.

Command staff and chain of command:
The command staff will consist of the OIC, DOIC, and NCOIC. The OIC is chosen by the chapter CO
in accordance with the Thermopylae constitution, and appoints the DOIC and NCOIC from within the
unit. (Note that, per the MFM and documents included by reference, there is no rank requirement for
OIC and DOIC, but the NCOIC must be an enlisted Marine. In the absence of a suitable enlisted
Marine to serve as NCOIC, a third officer may be chosen by the OIC to round out the command staff.
(This may ONLY be done if all available adult enlisted members decline the position). These three
Marines constitute the top of the official chain of command for the unit, and are responsible for
covering official SFMC duties, such as required reports, awards and promotion recommendations for
unit members, etc. These duties may shared out in any fashion that the command staff deems fit and
workable for them.
Additional command billets:
The 503rd‟s command staff may authorize additional duties in accordance with the unit‟s Modified
Table of Organization and Equipment (MTO&E) detailed in the Appendices of this document. These
are strictly internal and unofficial positions, and are mainly intended for fictional and role playing
purposes in the 503rd. However, the command staff may assign specific tasks and duties based upon the
MTO&E at their discretion.
ALL Marines will remember that all “command billets” in the 503rd (including the command staff)
are positions of RESPONSIBILITY, not positions of authority.
Choosing the OIC:
The constitution of the USS Thermopylae states that the CO will choose the OIC from a list presented
to him/her from the members of the 503rd. It is the responsibility of the command staff of the 503rd to
generate that list, after consulting with the members of the unit.
From the Thermopylae Constitution:
The appointment of the Marine OIC/Second Officer will be from amongst candidates presented by and
from among the members of the 503rd Marine Strike Group based aboard the USS Thermopylae.
Note: The Thermopylae Constitution also requires so called “Senior Officers” to be 18 years of age,
Lest their be any question about the intent of this section of the Constitution, it is intended that the
503rd choose acceptable candidates in accordance with SFMC policy, and that can reasonably be
counted on to fulfill the duties of a unit OIC as laid out in SFMC policy. The CO can choose among the
candidates presented, but unless they are a member of the 503rd MSG as reflected in the official unit

roster, they have no say in who those candidates are. Note also that although the plural is used, because
it is entirely possible that the 503rd MSG can consist of only one member (which is completely
permissible by SFMC policy), the CO may have little choice. So the plural can never be taken literally.
If the 503rd submits only one name, that is the only candidate for the job.
By established practice in the 503rd, the unit OIC should be available for EB and chapter meetings, so
the preference is that candidates for OIC that remote members normally not be considered for the job.
Also by established practice and tradition, the OIC comes from the officers of the 503rd, although this
is not mandatory, and an enlisted member MAY be offered as a candidate.
Since the position of OIC requires being involved in Marine affairs, members who have gone largely
inactive in SFI are of course never considered.
Since the very existence of the 503rd MSG may be jeopardized by late or missing reports, any
candidates for the position must either demonstrate an ability to communicate and report in a timely
fashion, or to take responsibility for finding someone else to get the reports in on time with complete
information. Thus, members who have failed to demonstrate the ability to report even internally aboard
Thermopylae or to fulfill the duties of another assignment in the chapter are poor candidates at best.
Finally, the ideal OIC candidate should lead by example in all respects as a member of the SFMC and
have the interpersonal skills to deal with the various members of the unit. The 503rd has been expected
to deal with Marine matters in house, without undue involvement by the CO or EB. The OIC candidate
should have earned the respect of the Marines, or be willing and able to earn that respect. Although
there is no official ban on new members of the 503rd being offered as candidates, established practice
is to give preference to those Marine who have been with the 503rd long enough to demonstrate their
suitability for the office of OIC. Above all, the OIC must consistently participate as a Marine.

Rank and promotions:
These will be handled in accordance with whatever standards currently apply aboard the parent chapter,
the USS Thermopylae, with the following exceptions:
Advanced Initial Placement:
Marine recruits who do exceptionally well on IET (PD-10) may be recommended for advanced initial
ranks. A score of Honors on PD-10 may result in initial placement as a PFC (E-2), while Distinction
may result in placement as a LCPL (E-3). Granting these ranks is at the discretion of the chapter CO.
Warrant Officers:
WOs will be handled in accordance with the specific requirements for WO aboard USS Thermopylae:
Have advanced to E-5 through standard procedures and have fulfilled the requirements for promotion
to E-6.
Have successfully completed the following courses (i.e. Passed)
PD-10. PD-12, PD-20
IN-10
NCO-10, NCO-20
LD-10
The -10 and -20 courses for their declared specialty (They must declare a specialty. In the case of
Infantry, they must also complete either IN-21, -22, or -23)

Promotion along the WO track as follows:
WO2 TIG: 6 months, one -30 level SFMCA course
WO3 TIG: 6 months, one away mission
WO4 TIG 6 months, 1 year on Thermopylae, 2 away missions total, 48 points
WO5 TIG 12 months, 2 years aboard ship, completion of 2 -30 level courses, one of which MUST be
in their declared specialty
Warrant Officer Candidates:
Any adult enlisted member of the SFMC or SFMC (R) who has attained the grade of E-4 may apply to
become a Warrant Officer Candidate once per calendar year. The application shall be made in writing to
the ship's CO and the MSG OIC, and must include the WOC's field of specialization. Upon acceptance
of the application, the enlisted member will have six months to complete the necessary TIG and
training requirements to be promoted to WO1. Should the WOC fail to complete the requirements for
WO1 in that time, they will revert to their actual enlisted rank. However, any points and TIG accrued
will be applied to the standard promotion criteria. Extension of the 6-month period may be granted in
special "hardship" cases (such as deployment in the US Military, special medical situations, etc) at the
discretion of the ship's CO. Once the WOC has completed the required TIG and academic equirements,
they will be promoted to WO1 at the earliest opportunity.
During the period the Marine in question is a WOC, their actual enlisted rank will be used for SFMC
reporting purposes. During that period, the WOC is to be considered outside all normal chains of
command, reporting only to the CO and the MSG Command Staff (OIC, DOIC, and NCOIC).
As there is no official insignia in the SFMC for a WOC, the CO may create and establish such an
insignia to be worn in place of their normal rank. The WOC may also elect to wear the insignia of their
current official grade.
“Reverse Mustangs”:
Occasionally, an officer in the SFMC may wish to resign their commission, and revert to, or become an
enlisted Marine. Per the SFI Promotions Department, if the officer is an O-5 or lower, this is handled
strictly as an internal matter at the chapter level, while officers O-6 or higher must request a change in
status from the Promotions Department. Such individuals have become known in the SFMC as “reverse
mustangs”, referencing the old term of “mustang” for an NCO who is promoted through the ranks to
officer status.
Reverse mustangs in the 503rd will revert to their highest SFMC enlisted grade held, or E-5, whichever
is greater. They will retain any Time in Service accrued. Whether or not they retain Time in Grade and
Promotion Points accumulated will be decided on a case by case basis by the chapter CO and the
command staff of the 503rd.
Officers who wish to resign their commissions and become Warrant Officers will be treated like any
other E-5 wishing to be considered for the rank. (i.e. They MUST meet the minimum academic
requirements for consideration as a Warrant Officer.)

Guidon and other unit property:
Property owned by the unit as a whole becomes the responsibility of the OIC, or someone designated
by the OIC, and will be passed on in a timely fashion in the event of a change of command.

Uniform Standards:
In all cases where a white pistol belt is allowed per the uniform standards in the MFM, members of the
503rd are authorized to make the substitution. Note that for wear with Class C uniforms, white pistol
belts are reserved for special duty as defined by the OIC or their designated representative. Black pistol
belts are authorized for wear with Class C uniforms in the 503rd on any occasion.
Members of the 503rd are authorized to wear “tactical” (camouflage) versions of the Class C uniform in
the field, and in other circumstances as approved by the OIC or their designated representative.
White gloves are authorized to wear with any uniform where they are listed as an option in the MFM.
Where an option is given in the MFM regarding headgear, individual Marines may choose any of the
allowed options.
A specific Class A uniform is not, and will not be defined for the 503rd. It must be noted that a Voyager
era specific Class A uniform has been designed, but it is not an officially recognized SFMC pattern.
Marines in the 503rd are expected to exercise their best judgment in uniform matters. Due to differences
in personal income and other resources, not all Marines can afford specific uniforms, and the command
staff of the 503rd will stress the concept of “best effort” regarding uniforms.

Branch of Service:
The 503rd MSG is a proud part of the SFMC Infantry.
The BOS of the 503rd may be changed at some future date by the command staff, after consulting with
and getting general assent from the Marines of the 503rd.

Nickname, Motto, and Logo:
The 503rd MSG is known as “The Spartans”. Note that current usage aboard the USS Thermopylae
extends that title to all the crew, in part due to the extensive involvement of the 503rd in all facets of
ship‟s operations.
The motto of the 503rd is “Retreat is not an option”.
The 503rd has chosen to adopt the logo of the USS Thermopylae, with the appropriate changes to the
wording around the rim, as theirs as well. Should a separate logo be designed for the 503rd, the
command staff will poll the unit to see if there is general agreement to adopt that logo.

Unit “Quirks”:
These are little things that the 503rd does that have arisen by custom and practice over the years.

Call Signs/Nicknames:
While the official SFMC call sign list is restricted to those Marines who have passed AE-25 or AE-30,
the 503rd maintains a list of call signs/nicknames used informally within the unit. Responsibility for
keeping track of this list, and updating it as necessary falls to the unit NCOIC.
Call signs may be chosen by the individual Marine, or they may elect to have the NCOIC choose one
for them. On occasion, the NCOIC may simply assign a Marine a call sign (with their approval). In
some cases, an additional, “unofficial” call sign may be added for a Marine as a result of general
acclamation or common usage by the unit.
Marines may request a change in call sign, but are advised that if a certain name has become strongly
associated with you, you may be stuck with it.
A list of call signs in use is appended to this document.
In-jokes:
Any group of people who have been together for a while will accumulate a certain number of inside
jokes and references that may make little or no sense to the outsider. If you don‟t get it, ASK. Odds are
fairly good you will get a straight answer.
Examples of in-jokes in the 503rd: CPL Kali, Purkey and the flight deck, General Order Number Three
(There will be NO “Zen tickling” of the OIC), and 2LT Calamari.
No extensive list of the in-jokes that make up the “oral history” of the 503rd can be provided. Part of the
fun is finding out for oneself.
Remote Detachments:
Due to real life concerns, some members of the 503rd are physically stationed far away from the Puget
Sound area. These remote detachments are headed up by the senior Marine in the area, and make every
effort to participate in 503rd activities by electronic presence. They are a valuable part of the 503rd as a
whole, and the command staff will make every effort to encourage and support these Marines.
As of January, 2011, those detachments are:
HQ 503rd MSG: attached USS Thermopylae NCC-74703
Detachment 1: Edgar Station/Coulson Station (Montana: Billings area)
Detachment 2: Caldwell Station (Idaho: Boise area)
Detachment 3: TBD (probably Georgia)
Also called 503HQDET, 503RDET1, 503RDET2, 503RDET3, or more simply RDET1, etc
Honorary and Unofficial Members:
At the discretion of the OIC and command staff, certain individuals NOT officially carried on the roster
of the 503rd MSG may be designated as “honorary members” of the unit. While not entitled to share in
unit awards, etc, honorary members are considered part of the 503rd “family”.
Examples include MGSGT John “Kiwi” Kane and CAPT Prasith “Jawz” Kim Aun.

Unofficial members of the 503rd are individuals considered to be a part of the unit, and approved by the
OIC who do not appear on ANY official lists or in the SFI database. Notable examples include PVT
Prigal and SGT Bear.
Eternal Patrol:
Deceased members of the 503rd may be carried permanently on the roster, regardless of “official”
status. Currently on Eternal Patrol is CPL Jeffrey James.

Awards:
There are no unique awards within the 503rd MSG per se. However, the USS Thermopylae does have
chapter level awards, and Marines are urged to be familiar with them. The command staff may
authorize the creation of unofficial awards for use within the unit.
All Marines may wear the ribbons earned by the unit as a whole (Legion of Valor, Meritorious Unit
Citation, etc) while they serve with the 503rd, even if they were not part of the 503rd at the time of the
award of those ribbons. This is in keeping with standard 21st C military practice.
Awards List:
The 503rd and its Marines have been awarded numerous honors by the SFMC. To preserve unit history,
a listing of these awards is appended to this document.

Appendices:
A brief history of the unit: in progress
When the new Intrepid class USS Thermopylae was being built, and her crew chosen, the decision
was made to give her an integral Marine Detachment (MARDET) capable of performing a wide
variety of missions. Thus was born the 503rd Marine Strike Group (Special Operations)
April 2006: 503rd MSG is formed as a Special Operations unit under OIC MAJ Joseph Fuller, DOIC
1LT Angelina Christian, and NCOIC GSGT Jerome Stoddard.
May 2006: RDET1 (Edgar Station) is established under GSGT Stoddard
July 2006: Stories begin appearing concerning PVT Prigal‟s misadventures
After the Thermopylae completed her shakedown cruise and began operations with the 5th Fleet,
experience showed that it was desirable to have a larger MARDET that was still able to carry out the
Special Operations missions the 503rd was originally tasked with.
July 2007: Shade flight established under CAG 1LT Mitch Dunn, 503rd Strike Angels established under
MCPT Jari James‟
September 2007: The BOS of the 503rd is changed to Infantry
January 2009: Change of command OIC MAJ Angelina Christian, DOIC MAJ Jari James, NCOIC
MGSGT Jerome Stoddard
February 2009: RDET1 expanded with addition of Coulson Station
July 2009: RDET2 (Caldwell Station) is established under LTC James
November 2009: Eternal Patrol established
January 2011: Change of command OIC LTC John Caverly, DOIC COL Jari James, NCOIC MGSGT
Jerome Stoddard.

MTO&E
Platoons in the 503rd MSG
As an SFMC Infantry company (reinforced), the 503rd would actually be broken down into several
sub-units for organizational, training, and combat assignment purposes: a Headquarters element, the
attached reinforcing elements and several line Infantry platoons. The SFMC Organization manual states
that a standard light Infantry company has two platoons in addition to the HQ element, but the 503rd
has a modified table of organization and equipment (MTO&E) that reflects its reinforced status.
Accordingly, the 503rd‟s line platoons consist of two traditional SFMC light (non-power armored)
platoons (aka actual) consisting of three squads and a small command element, and two smaller
specialist platoons (aka nominal) which are discussed in more detail below.
In keeping with the 503rd‟s nickname of the Spartans, the line platoons are designated with Greek
letters as follows:
Alpha platoon (actual): a standard SFMC light infantry platoon, consisting of a small HQ element (PLT
OIC, PLT SGT, PLT Commo, PLT Security), and three squads (2 Rifle, 1 Heavy Weapons) comprised
of 3 Fire Teams each (Lead, Port, and Starboard). Note that SFMC fire teams are 4 man units.
Beta platoon (actual): a standard SFMC light infantry platoon, as above.
Gamma platoon (nominal): a squad sized unit skilled in Powered Armor and/or Mecha operations.
Gamma functions as a large force multiplier for the 503rd, since an individual Powered Armor trooper
possesses roughly the firepower of a standard light infantry fire team and can survive enemy fire that
would wipe out an unarmored fire team.. On the rare occasions when Gamma operates as a mixed
Power Armor and Mecha force (facilities have been constructed in the Thermopylae‟s main cargo bay
to house and support up to two Mecha units of 55 tonnes or less), the additional firepower and mobility
that Gamma can bring to support the 503rd‟s operations in combat becomes even greater. Gamma‟s
three fire teams are divided into Command, Rifle, and Heavy.
Delta platoon (nominal): a squad sized scout/sniper/special operations unit. Delta normally consists of
the only the platoon commander and platoon sergeant, with other billets being filled on an “as needed”
basis strictly at the discretion of the platoon commander. To even be considered for inclusion in a Delta
operation requires SFMC sniper training, Special Operations training, or (preferably) both. Persistent
rumor has it that Delta is actually a cover identity for an Omega team.
The Headquarters and reinforcing elements consist of:
Lambda platoon: actually normally above platoon strength in size. All HQ functions, such as
Administration, Communications, Training, Intelligence, and Supply are contained in Lambda. In
addition, all new Marines are initially assigned to Lambda pending permanent assignment. „The use of
Lambda platoon as a designator for Spartan HQ is an intentional bit of misdirection. Traditionally, the
unit OIC also functions as Lambda platoon commander, although in practice, the DOIC handles most
day to day functions of the HQ element in close cooperation with the unit NCOIC.
The 503rd “Strike Angels”: a small elite medical team permanently attached to the overall unit at the
HQ level. The Strike Angels are unusual in that they are generally extensively cross trained in nonmedical skills as well. (For instance, it is not uncommon for a Strike Angel to be a qualified pilot,

advanced infantryman, or jump trained.) The Strike Angels also oversee all field medics assigned to
the 503rd
Shade Flight aka Air Sparta: responsible for operation and maintenance of any special shuttlecraft used
by the 503rd, as well as conducting support and escort operations. Shade flight also supplies aerospace
support for the USS Thermopylae, and mixes SFMC and Fleet personnel under the CAG (Commander,
Aerospace Group). The CAG also oversees general operations of the Thermopylae‟s shuttle bay.
Fire team Helot: Most fire teams within the 503rd end up with nicknames, often chosen by the current
commander that are not reflected in the MTO&E. Officially, they carry designators like Alpha First
Port and Starboard (Alpha platoon, First squad, first and second fire teams). The exception to that rule
is the HQ Security fire team, charged with the defense of Spartan HQ when deployed in combat. “The
Helots” as they are often referred to, have a simple basic mission: keep the enemy from reaching the
503rd‟s command staff. It is not an elite group per se, generally being comprised of Marines not
assigned to one of the line platoons at the current time. This means their level of training and combat
readiness can be variable. However, the Fire Team Leader is usually hand-picked by the 503rd‟s
NCOIC from the unit‟s enlisted personnel not permanently assigned to one of the line platoons, and
that selection criteria can be summed up as “the one enlisted Marine I trust most to cover my six when
it all goes south that isn‟t already in combat.” Note that the Helots are often over strength by SFMC
standards, often fielding up to 10 marines.
Personnel cross over and multiple billets
Given the relatively small size of an Intrepid class starship, it may seem unlikely that a Marine unit the
size of the 503rd could be easily transported without serious overcrowding issues developing. There
just doesn‟t seem to be enough room for the normal crew and all those Marines.
However, many traditional Fleet roles aboard ship are filled by Marine personnel , and extensive use of
Marine Reservists and cross training means that, in general, the Fleet and Marine elements of
Thermopylae form an integrated whole. For example, many functions traditionally performed by
Starfleet Security are instead filled by Marines in most cases.
Also, the practice of individuals filling multiple billets in the unit MTO&E means the actual size of the
unit is smaller in reality than it is in theory. For instance, many Marine officers wear at least two “hats”,
usually an administrative and a combat role. Modern technology reduces the administrative burden in
most cases, and a loss of administrative efficiency is acceptable when the unit is deployed for combat.
It is also not uncommon to see a Marine officer wearing a third hat as part of a shipboard department.
Senior NCOs are known to fill several administrative functions in addition to their designated combat
role. Some even have multiple combat assignments which they fill depending on specific mission
parameters. For example, a Delta operation may draw on Marines from anywhere in the unit.
It may seem to be a recipe for chaos, but the Thermopylae conducts extensive drills to ensure that a
changeover in personnel function can be accomplished rapidly and efficiently if the 503rd needs to
mobilize for combat. Great care is taken to ensure that, even if the entire unit is needed, there will be no
loss of efficiency in the ship‟s operations. In turn, the 503rd trains and cross trains in order to fill both
shipboard and ground combat roles, and to plug in new personnel as the situation warrants.
It should be noted that in most cases, at most one platoon will need to be mobilized to cover a situation.
It would be a very rare situation to have the entire MSG need to deploy groundside. But, that very
scenario is covered by operational orders and training. (Case Hot Gates)

Equipment storage and logistics
Another problem posed by the relatively small size of the Intrepid class is storing the equipment the
503rd needs to fulfill its mission. However, because the 503rd is an Infantry MSG, this problem is not
as great as it may seem. For instance, a lab space on Deck 13 has been converted into an auxiliary
armory where the extra weapons needed by the Marines are stored when not in use. Gamma platoon‟s
power armor has storage and maintenance racks installed in the main cargo bay. Shade Flight operates
the SFMC‟s F3 Piranha fighter, which is small enough to be launched from a photon torpedo tube, and
these tiny but effective fighters are stored in the forward and aft torpedo bays. Lockers have been
installed in various other spaces to hold additional gear. All of these areas have Marine sentries posted
at all times to provide additional security for them.
The 503rd‟s equipment takes up a significant amount of the Thermopylae‟s cargo capacity. But since
these spaces are often underutilized by most Starfleet vessels, the remaining space is considered
sufficient for most missions the Thermopylae might be called on to perform. In general, the main cargo
deck is “Marine Country” aboard Thermopylae, and any additional cargo carried there is generally
handled by Marines under the watchful eye of the Thermopylae‟s Chief of the Boat.
As an unanticipated benefit of the 503rd‟s presence aboard ship, all Fleet issue phaser rifles have been
replaced with their SFMC equivalent. (Currently the 503rd is testing the new M-116A4). It is known
that SFMC small arms are far more resistant to dampening fields than their fleet equivalents, and the
new A4 version of the Marine phaser rifle has an integral beam frequency scrambler, making it far
more effective against such things as Borg adaptive shields.
It must be noted in passing that, perhaps due to the influence of the most heavily armed sick bay in
Starfleet, personnel in the 503rd are known to keep the replicators busy supplying ammunition for a
wide range of projectile weapons not reflected in the unit‟s official inventory.
Requirements for posting to various platoons:
Alpha and Beta Platoons: PD-10 and IN-10. Note that PD-10 is required for all subsequent SFMCA
courses, and the lists below assume PD-10.
Gamma Platoon: IN-20, with IN-22 preferred, ME-10 preferred
Delta Platoon: SO-10 and/or IN-23, with preference being both, PLT OIC Approval. Note that Delta
missions are usually filled out on an ad hoc basis from qualified members of the unit as a whole.
503rd Strike Angels: MD-10, IN-10, and the -10 course from one other Branch of Service, plus section
OIC approval.
Shade Flight: AE-10, with AE-25 or equivalent (such as a real world pilot‟s license) required for flight
status. Those getting pilot‟s status on an equivalent basis will still be encouraged to take AE-25.
Lambda platoon (HQ section): all Marines without basic Infantry training (IN-10) will be assigned
duties in Lambda.
All members of the 503rd are encouraged to be MOS qualified (see the SFMC MOS manual for a list of
courses) and assignments will be made with a preference given to those who have such qualifications.
(More to come)

Call Sign List
503rd MSG Call signs (Names in RED are officially registered with the SFMC). Note that this list
contains both current and former members of the unit.
Boomer/Digger
Cookie/Dog Bait
Eightball
Entropy
Fireball
Fuzzy
Gadget
Gato
Hawk/Gunny Hawk
Hollywood
Jawz
Maccabee
Magilla
Mean Streak
Mini Mac
Monkey
Mum
Pandora
Raven
Shark Attack
Sniper
Sparks/Meat Shield
Spooky
Squirrel
Stitches
Uncle Grumpy
Warden/4 of a Kind
Wolfie/Ratchet

John Caverly
Angelina Christian
Prigal
CPL KALI
James Maarsingh
Randall Purkey
David Garrett
Jari James
Jerome Stoddard
Peter Christian
Prasith Kim Aun (not a Marine, but adopted as one)
Gerald Purkey
Joseph Fuller
Susan Tracy
Jevin Purkey
Ken Hill (now with 533rd)
Erik Stringer-Lund
Tracy Jones
Mitch Dunn (now with 533rd)
Duncan Nakada
Blake Begin
Dennis Jones
Danielle Shepherd
Alexandra Shepherd
Brandy Cannon
Frank Stevens
Lisa Purkey
Ronald Shepherd

Awards list
(In progress)
** 503rd MSG Streamers:
From 5BDE:
REPORTING-2006 (0702)
2nd Streamer -2007 (0802)
3rd Streamer -2008 (0902)
4th Streamer -2009 (1004)
RECRUITING-2006 (0702)
2nd Streamer -2007 (0802)
3rd Streamer -2008 (0902)
4th Streamer -2009 (1004)
ACTIVITY-2007 (0802)
2nd Streamer -2008 (0902)
3rd Streamer -2009 (1004)
BN NCOIC-2006 (0702)
2nd Streamer -2007 (0802)
3rd Streamer -2008 (0902)
4th Streamer -2009 (1004)
BN DOIC-2007 (0802)
2nd Streamer -2008 (0902)
3rd Streamer -2009 (1004)
BN OIC-2007 (0802)
2nd Streamer -2008 (0902)
3rd Streamer -2009 (1004)
BDE TO-2007 (0802)
2nd Streamer -2008 (0902)
3rd Streamer -2009 (1004)
SERVICE-2007 (0802)
2nd Streamer -2008 (0902)
3rd Streamer -2009 (1004)
MUC-2007 (0802) – also wear as individual award
2nd Streamer -2008 (0902)
3rd Streamer -2009 (1004)
VALOR-2006 (0702) – also wear as individual award
2nd Streamer -2007 (0802)
3rd Streamer -2009 (1004)
From Commandant:
DCO FORCECOM-2009
SGM/SFMC-2008
2nd Streamer -2009
MUC/SFMC-2009 (IC 1007)

From TRACOM (10 MURP streamers)
MURP AE-2010
MURP AEMD-2010
MURP AR-2010
MURP IN-2010
MURP LEADER-2010
MURP MECHA-2010
MURP MD-2010
MURP NCO-2010
MURP PD-2010
MURP SPECOPS-2010

